
Metal ring with tassels
Instructions No. 1951
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

The Macramé-technique can be used to knot beautiful patterns. We combined the Macramé-artwork with stylish metal rings
and conjured up an impressive decoration.

At first the Wooden balls painted with VBS Handicraft paint inApricot. Use
the Clover tassel winder and the enclosed instructions to wrap different
coloured tassels with Embroidery twist. At the top of the finished tassels
there are small lateral holes, there Embroidery twist pulled through, knotted
and then one of the Wooden balls raised. The finished tassels with balls are
then knotted to the metal ring. To connect the big and small metal ring, make
a tassel with three again, Wooden ballswrap the remaining thread several
times around both rings and make a tight knot 

A string tiedMacramé with the -technique serves as a suspension. Use the
free template for help and follow the procedure described below. Cut two
approx. 100 cm long Embroidery twist Close the cords, take both threads
together in the middle and put them around both metal rings as a loop on
top. To tighten, pull all threads through the loop. Now you should have four
cords which are knotted with the reef knot 

Anchor stitch (start knot) 

Cut 16 x approx. 80 cm long sEmbroidery twisttrings, take both strings
together in the middle and put them around the metal ring from the front as a
loop. Afterwards the loose ends are led over the metal ring through this loop.
Then tighten well.

Square knot 

Take the free template for help. You should now have 8 loops with 4 threads each, which are now knotted. For this you take from one loop the left lying string
and lead it over the two middle strings to the right. The right string is led under the middle strings to the left. In the next step, the left line is led under the
center cords to the right and the right line over the center cords to the left. Tighten well. You can now continue with this knot until you are satisfied with your
result and a nice pattern is created. Finally the ends are simply knotted to the large metal ring.

Article number Article name Qty
560078-91 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlApricot 1
392730 Clover tassel winder, small 1
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